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Hamlet commentary skills: Thinking through Tone + DIDLS

1. Polonius to Ophelia I. iii, 89-135

a) How would you describe his tone, his attitude (towards her and her relationship with
Hamlet) that comes through the words we get? Choose two adjectives.

b) Diction is word-choice. How does his choice of what to do with the word "tender", for
example, or his choice of the word "green" help us pinpoint his tone here?

2. The Ghost to Hamlet I. v. 3-28

a) Imagery is concrete language that appeals to one or more of the 5 senses. How does
imagery (for example, of Purgatory) contribute to an urgent and solemn (grim, stern,
dour) tone here?

b) Syntax or Sentence Structure can also be important in establishing tone. Look at 25-28.
How does placement of words (ie, which is first, which is last), the way each sentence is
ordered and/or even the way the two sentences relate to one another help to enhance the
solemn gravity of what the Ghost is saying here?

3. Polonius to King and Queen II. ii. 86-94

How do the style of Language and the shifts in sentence length (a point about Sentence
Structure) help to establish Polonius' foolishly didactic tone here?

4. We know that Old Hamlet was human after all, and did commit sins in his lifetime. He
speaks of the crimes done "in his days of nature" to Hamlet, and indeed emphasizes how
horrible it was the he was murdered unabsolved - "in the blossoms of my sin". What
details, though, does Hamlet put into basically every speech about his father (and his
father and mother's relationship), and what does he leave out? This choice (or not) of
detail always helps to create what tone when he speaks of his father (and his mother's
first marriage to his father)?


